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Subject: Charles Bronson/John Sigalos, Esq. - Gum Shoe issue 62

Body:

To follow up on our converation Thursday afternoon please conduct the following additional investigative 

steps before you send a letter to Sigalos. Please do this work as soon as possible, and then write a letter to 

him that is responsive to the information you develop. Please follow the correspondence review procedure in 

place during my absence.1) I placed a request to FINCEN for all Lexus/Nexus information on Sigalos in order 

that we can know who else he represents, what statements if any he or Bronson have made about the film, 

etc. I also asked FINCEN to provide us with basic background information on Sigalos and Bronson. (See the 

actual request at issue 62.)2) Please call the Texas Bar Assocation for basic background information on Sigalos 

(how long in practice, disciplinary record, etc.)3) I've sent an "ALL" email to our colleagues asking for book 

references, etc. on Bronson and Sigalos as one more avenue of information on what they are about and what 

they want.4) When you are comfortable that you know enough about Sigalos call him with a list of prepared 

questions. Tell him you haven't sent a letter and information yet because the ARRB wants to fully and 

adequately address any questions, issues and concerns he and Mr. Bronson have about cooperating with the 

Board. Ask how we can be responsive to those concerns. (this may flush out information about Gary Mack, 

etc.) 5) Ask Sigalos additional questions as developed through your preliminary research.
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